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. usion..aS..a.,.future.energ..Y....source.............................................................................................................
A major step of large amounts qf electricity for heat-flux and nuclear compo-

The International Thermo- world use, without contributing nents required to use fusion

nuclear Experimental Reactor to global warming or acid rain. energy for practical purposes.
(ITER) represents a major step
toward realizing the benefits of Purpose of ITER The conceptual
magnetic fusion energy. ITER is being designed as designfoundation

Four international Parties_ an engineering test reactor to In 1987, the four Parties agreed

tile European Communities, demonstrate tile scientific and to collaborate on Conceptual
Japan, the Russian Federation the technical feasibility of mag- Design Activities (CDA) for ITER.
(assuming tile role of tile former netic fusion energy. Scientists and engineers from each
Soviet Union), and the United A major objective is to demon- Party worked together on tile con-

States--are collaborating on the strate controlled ignition and ceptual design, which was com-
design of ITER and the develop- extended plasma burn, with pleted in December 1990.
ment qf the relevant technology, steady-state operation as an ulti- Since then, each Party has con-

As a potential energy resource mate goal. Another objective is to ducted a detailed review of the
for the twenty-first century, mag- demonstrate technologies needed conceptual design and has deter-
netic fusion could be the source for fusion energy and to serve as mined that the design provides

an integrated test bed for high- an adequate basis for proceeding
to tile next phase.
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Worldwide
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Engineering Sharingcosts ITERin operation
Design ActFvities and benefits  TERcouktbeope,'atingas

Work has begun on Engineer- Sharing of costs and benefits is early as 2005. Tile first phase, the
ing Design Activities (EDA) for tile fundamental principle of tile Basic l_erformarlce Pllase, will
ITER, a six-year phase, international collaboration. As address the issues of controlled

The EDA will encompass the with the CDA, the costs of the ignition, extended burn, steady-
design of the ITER device and its EDA_which were estimated in state operation, and testing of blan-

attxiliary systems and facilities, 1992 at $1.2 billion_are being ket modules. Tile second phase,
including tile preparation of engi- shared equally by the four Parties. Enhanced Performance Phase, will

neering drawings. The EDA also Preliminary estimates during emphasize improving overall per-
incorporates validating research the CDA put tile construction formance and conducting a com-
and development work, includ- cost of ITER at $4.9 billion (in ponent and materials testing
ing the development and testing 1989 dollars), program to a higher fluence level.
of key components. The pooling and sharing of

During tlle EDA, the site knowledge and technological ITER'scontribution
requirements will be established, expertise is another major ITER will embody most of
and tile necessary safety, envi- benefit. Each of the Parties has the essential features of the heat-
ronmental, and economic analy- decades of experience in fusion generating core for a fusion power
ses will be performed. Detailed research, and each brings partic- plant and will produce about 1,000
plans, including cost, manpower, ular technical strengths to tile megawatts, or more, of thermal
and schedule, will be developed joint effort, power (heat). This level would
for the construction and assem- represent about 30 to 50 percent of
bly of ITER and for operations, The construction tile heat produced in a present-day
maintenance, and decommis- decision electrical power plant.
sinning. In additioti, proposals The four Parties have not yet ITER will be a major contribu-
will be developed on approaches agreed to construct ITER but are tor to the basis for designing and
for joint implementation of the expected to make a construction building a demonstration fusion
future construction and opera- decision about 1996-98. The con- power plant that will generate
tion of ITER. struction is estimated to last electricity. The goal of tile U.S.

seven years. National Energy Strategy is to
A model of A site for the ITER facility has have such a demonstration plant
collaboration not yet been proposed, in operation by about 2025.

ITER represents an unparal-
leled example of international
collaboration on a major scien-

tific project and is seen as a '1

model for other scientific Conceptual lt

projects in the future. Design Activities I
From the beginning, the four

Parties have participated equally Engineering _k

in ali decisions about tile project Design Activities a_ (Requiresdecisionto proceed)

and have contributed equally in
terms of personnel, technology, IConstruction
and financial support. A Schedule

As in the CDA phase, work on for ITER Operation
tile ITER EDA is being performed
under the auspices of the lnterna- 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010
tional Atomic Energy Agency.

MASTERDiST_nTp-JTIQC'ql OF TH_ DOGUMF-.NT _ UNLIMITE ..........................
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technical challeng..e

The ITERtokamak teci niqu , ,
ITER is based upon the toka- arrangement of tile major sys-

mak concept, but the device will terns and cocnponents must be
be significantly larger than any carefully considered to accom-
existing fusion experiment. The modate this requirement. Access

design will have a vacuum vessel to the interior of the machine will
about 30 to 35 meters in diameter be provided via strategically
and about 30 meters high, with located ports.

the plasma chamber having a In addition to encompassing the
noncirct,lar cross section, design of the ITER device itself, the

ITER is boing designed to have EDA includes the design of ali

a nominal fusion power (thermal auxiliary systems, such as the
heat) of about 1,000 megawatts, oi" radiofrequency and neutral-beam
more, and to operate with pulses systems for heating the plasma
with flat-top duration in the range and providing noninductive cur-
of 1,000 seconds, with an aim to rent drive, the fueling systems, the
demonstrate steady-state opera- cooling and vacuum systerns, and
tion in reactor-relevant plasmas, various diagnostics. The work also

includes the design of the overall
Basic components facility, with necessary utilities and +;

The superconducting magnets maintenance systems. i
for ITER represent a key technology !
requiring further development. Comp.onent
These will be the largest supercon- development L ....---
ducting magnets fabricated to date; One aim of the EDA is to
the toroidal coils will produce a develop a practical, workable,
magnetic field of about 11 to 113 integrated design. In support of
tesla at the magnet windings, the design, prototypes of key com- /

A divertor in the plasma chain- portents of ITER will be devel-
ber will control impurities and pro- aped, fabricated, and tested.
vide for exhaust of the helium ash.

Because of the large heat loads Focuson safety
from the plasma and the accompa- Safety considerations are an
hying radiation, a special design integral part of the design of ITER.
challenge will be to select the The intention is to incorporate pas-
proper physics operating mode sive safety features wherever pas-
and the materials for the divertor sible and to rely on natural laws

surfaces and for the "first wall" and processes as much as reason-
that lhles the plasrna chamber, able and practical for safety in nor-

ITER will be fueled by a com- mal and accident conditions.
bination of deuterium and tri- ITER will also be designed to Toroidal

tium, elemental isotopes of demonstrate the safety and envi- field magnet
hydrogen. Much of the needed ronmental potential of fusion
tritium fuel may be regenerated power. This could include, for

in breeding blankets, layers of example, the testing of low- A computer-generated model of the

special materials located just activation materials in ITER to ITERdevice.
inside the vacuum vessel, obtain an experience base for the

ITER will require the use of potential use of such materials in
remote maintenance tools and future fusion devices.
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The international • A co-center at Garching, In addition to performing
organization Germany, is the location for work specifically assigned tasks, tile

The ITER Council, with two on in-vessel components and U.S. fusion community supports
government-level representatives related systems. ITER through ongoing research
from each Part); is responsible • A co-center at Naka, Japan, on fusion physics and technology.
for the overall direction of the is the focus for work on out-of- The ITER Steering
EDA. The Director reports to the vessel components and Committee--U.S. (ISCUS) is
ITER Council. related systems, composed of senior individuals

A Technical Advisory Com- who represent the broad spec-
mittee and a Management Advi- The U.S. Home Team trum of the U.S. fusion commu-
sory Committee provide advice to The Office of Fusion Energy in nity. ISCUS advises tile U.S.
the ITER Council. The ITER the Department of Energy span- Home Team Leader about scien-
Council is based in Moscow. sors all U.S. work on ITER. tific and technical matters related

The Director, assisted by a The U.S. Horne Team manage- to ITER.
Deputy Director from each ment is responsible for coordinat-
Party, is responsible for carrying ing ali domestic work on ITER. The role of O.S. industry
out the work of the EDA and Supporting the Home Team Because the long-range goal is
heads the Joint Central Team Leader is a small management to construct a workable reactor_
(JCT). The four Parties provide staff to plan and coordinate the and ultimately to develop fusion
personnel to the JCT in approxi- engineering and physics work power on a commercial basis--
mately equal numbers, and to perform the needed pro- there is worldwide emphasis on

In addition, each Party has ject management functions. The enhancing industrial involve-
established a "Home Team" that U.S. ITER Project Office is located ment throughout the EDA.
is responsible for performing at the Oak Ridge National A major thrust is to prepare
tasks assigned to that Party by the Laboratory. U.S. industry to bid successfully
Director. Ali of the technology The U.S. Home Team per- on the construction of ITER. Key
research and development tasks, forms the design tasks and the aspects of the domestic work on
as well as assigned design tasks, research and development tasks ITER will be performed by U.S.
will be carried out in the national assigned by the Director and also industries and businesses, espe-
programs of the four Parties. provides personnel for the JCT. cially in building and testing the

The JCT is responsible for prototype components.
integrating ali contributions into The U.S. fusion Teams are being formed
a coherent design, community involving national laboratories,

For many decades, fusion industries, and universities in
The Joint Central Team research in the United States has several of the key technology

The work performed by the been performed by a number of areas. In this way, the national
multinational JCT will be dis- national laboratories, research laboratories and universities will

tributed among three co-centers: universities, and industries transfer essential technologies to

• A co-center at San Diego, across the nation. During the the industrial participants.
California, is project headquar- conceptual design phase, about A U.S. Industry Council has
ters and the site for design inte- 25 institutions worked directly been established to advise the

gration and work on safety, on the ITER project. U.S. Home Team Leader on pal-
buildings, and nuclear systems. The U.S. ITER Home Team icy issues related to industrial

for the EDA encompasses ali the participation in ITER.
institutions who are performing
tasks for ITER.
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The ITERCouncilsetspolicy and provides overall direction.

ITER Council
Management Technical

Advisory Committee 1 _-] _ _ Advisory Committee

The Director and the Joint Central
Team direct and coordinate the
performance of ali activities, jointCentralTeam

Director • San Diego
• Garching
• Naka

The Home Teams perform
assigned design tasksand research
and development.

[ 1
European Community Japanese Russian United States

Home Team Home Team Home Team Home Team

•
i

The U.S. Home Team includes national laboratories, !

universities, and industries .................. :_._,_:_._
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he ma netic fusion conce tT ............................ 9. ........................................................................ P .............................................................................................................................

Fusion is tlle process by which plasma of light atoms. The chal- Free neutron

the sun and other stars produce lenge is to hold the fast-moving

energy. Tile fusion of two light particles together long enough

atoms, such as hydrogen, into a for fusion reactions to occur--
heavier atom, such as helium, and in sufficient numbers to pro-

results in the release of excess duce useful energy. Deuterium

energy. On earth, however, fusion Today, major fusion expert-
reactions only occur under care- ments confine the plasma within

fully created conditions, a doughnut-shaped device called

Most fusion research focuses a tokamak. The high-power elec-

on using strong magnetic fields tromagnets are arranged so that

to contain an extremely hot their magnetic fields contain and

control the plasma.
Tritit'

Central A fusion reaction of two isotopes of
solenoid hydrogen_deuterium and tritium_into
magnet an isotope of helium and a neutron, with

a total energy release of 17.6 million
electron volts.

Poloidal field

magnet

Plasma A tokamak uses three types of magnets.
Toroidal field magnets create a "con-
tainer" for the plasma, while poloidal
field magnets keep the plasma centered
and stable. The central solenoid magnets
induce an electric current in the plasma.

Toroidal field

magnet
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